Three Important New Books

The Child. His Origin, Development and Care

By Florence Brown Sherbon, M.D., University of Kansas. McGraw-Hill Euthenics Series. 707 pages, $3.50

An integrated, logically organized story of the origin, growth, development, and behavior of the child. The approach is largely physical, as the chief purpose of the text is to explain, according to the latest scientific researches, such practical problems of childhood as food, clothing, occupation, play, and companionship. This physical picture of the child is drawn against a background of the most recent investigations in child psychology. A feature of the book is the unusually extensive bibliography.

Introduction to Atomic Spectra

By Harvey E. White, University of California. International Series in Physics. 450 pages, $5.00

An outstanding feature of Introduction to Atomic Spectra is the large number of original diagrams and photographs of actual spectra used to illustrate each chapter. The text, which is more complete and detailed than usual, covers the theoretical aspects of spectroscopy rather than spectroscopic instruments and equipment. After outlining the historical background of spectroscopy, the book develops the old and the new quantum theories of one valence electron atoms. The second part of the text deals with complex atomic systems of two or more valence electrons and includes a brief account of x-ray spectra.

Principles of Mathematical Physics

By William V. Houston, California Institute of Technology. International Series in Physics. 268 pages, $3.50

This book attempts to fill the gap between the elementary courses in physics and the more advanced treatises on special subjects. It introduces the more powerful methods of treating physical problems by applying them to simple cases. Although the subject matter is confined to classical physics, considerable attention is given to those methods which have proved useful in the quantum theory. The extensive problems are noteworthy.
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